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Abstract. One fundamental challenge in building an instance segmen-
tation model for a large number of classes in complex scenes is the lack
of training examples, especially for rare objects. In this paper, we ex-
plore the possibility to increase the training examples without laborious
data collection and annotation. We find that an abundance of instance
segments can potentially be obtained freely from object-centric images,
according to two insights: (i) an object-centric image usually contains one
salient object in a simple background; (ii) objects from the same class
often share similar appearances or similar contrasts to the background.
Motivated by these insights, we propose a simple and scalable frame-
work FreeSeg for extracting and leveraging these “free” object fore-
ground segments to facilitate model training in long-tailed instance seg-
mentation. Concretely, we investigate the similarity among object-centric
images of the same class to propose candidate segments of foreground
instances, followed by a novel ranking of segment quality. The resulting
high-quality object segments can then be used to augment the exist-
ing long-tailed datasets, e.g., by copying and pasting the segments onto
the original training images. Extensive experiments show that FreeSeg
yields substantial improvements on top of strong baselines and achieves
state-of-the-art accuracy for segmenting rare object categories. Our code
is publicly available at https://github.com/czhang0528/FreeSeg.

1 Introduction

Object detection and instance segmentation are fundamental building blocks for
many high-impact real-world applications (e.g., autonomous driving). Recent
years have witnessed an unprecedented breakthrough in both of them, thanks
to deep neural networks [31,14,12] and large-scale datasets for common objects
(e.g., persons and cars) [24,10,61]. Yet, when it comes to rare, less commonly
seen objects (e.g., an unusual traffic sign), there is a drastic performance drop
due to insufficient training examples [13,37,57]. This challenge has attracted sig-
nificant attention lately in how to learn an object detection or instance segmen-
tation model given labeled data of a “long-tailed” distribution across classes [60].
Specifically, a number of works have been dedicated to developing new training
algorithms, objectives, or model architectures [26,17,22,49,43,50,13,46,42,47].

https://github.com/czhang0528/FreeSeg
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our approach FreeSeg. We sample two rare classes, ferret
(left) and heron (right) from LVIS v1 [13], and retrieve object-centric images (the upper
row of each class) from the ImageNet dataset [35]. We then show the discovered object
segments (middle) and binary masks (bottom) by FreeSeg. The abundant object
segments have diverse appearances and poses and can be effectively used to improve
the instance segmentation.

In this paper, we explore a drastically different approach. We investigate
the possibility of obtaining more labeled instances (i.e., instance segments of ob-
jects) at a minimal cost, especially for rare objects. We build upon the recent
observation in [54] — many objects do not appear frequently enough in complex
scenes but are found frequently alone in object-centric images — to acquire an
abundance of object-centric images (e.g., ImageNet [9] or Google images) for
rare classes. Zhang et al. [54] have shown that, even with only pseudo bounding
boxes for these images, they can already improve the detector effectively.

We take one key step further to leverage the underlying properties of object-
centric images to create high-quality instance labels that can facilitate both
detection and segmentation model training. In general, object-centric images
usually contain one salient object in a relatively simple background than scene-
centric images like those in MSCOCO [24]. Moreover, objects of the same class
usually share similar appearances, shapes, contrasts, or more abstractly, common
parts to the background [33] (see Figure 1 for an example). These properties open
up the opportunity to discover object segments almost freely from object-centric
images of the same class — by exploring their common salient regions.

To this end, we propose a framework named FreeSeg (Free Object Seg-
ments) to take advantage of these properties. We first extract the common fore-
ground regions from object-centric images of the same class. This can be done,
for example, by off-the-shelf co-segmentation models [55]. While not perfect,
sometimes missing the true objects or including backgrounds, these extracted
regions have surprisingly captured a decent portion of objects with tight seg-
mentation masks. Nevertheless, directly using all of these regions, mixed with
false positive and noisy segments, would inevitably introduce a great amount
of noise to the downstream tasks. To address this, we propose a novel segment
ranking approach to mine the most reliable and high-confident object masks.
After all, we aim for a set of high-quality instance segments from object-centric
images, not to segment all the object-centric images well.

How can we leverage these high-quality instance segments from object-centric
images? One naive way is to directly train the instance segmentation model on
the object-centric images, using these segments as supervision. Nevertheless, the
fact that these objects mostly show up alone in simple backgrounds makes them
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somewhat too simple for the model. We, therefore, choose to place these object
segments in the context of complex scene-centric images, via simple copy-paste
augmentation [11]. Unlike [11], which merely pastes human-annotated segments
from one image to another to increase the context diversity, our FreeSeg ap-
proach brings the best of abundant free object segments to increase the appear-
ance diversity, especially for rare object categories.

We evaluate FreeSeg on the long-tailed LVIS benchmark [13]. FreeSeg
leads to a massive improvement in segmenting rare object instances by effec-
tively increasing the labeled training data for them. Moreover, FreeSeg is de-
tached from the model training phase and is thus model-agnostic. Namely, it
can potentially benefit all kinds of instance segmentation model architectures.
FreeSeg is also compatible with existing efforts on long-tailed object detection
and segmentation to achieve further gains.

In summary, our FreeSeg framework opens up a novel direction that brings
the best of discovering pixel-level supervision in object-centric images to facili-
tate long-tailed instance segmentation. Our main contributions are:

– We demonstrate the possibility to increase the number of training examples
for instance segmentation without laborious pixel-level data collection and
annotation.

– We propose a simple and scalable pipeline for discovering, extracting, and
leveraging free object foreground segments to facilitate long-tailed instance
segmentation.

– Our FreeSeg framework shows promising gains on the challenging LVIS
dataset and demonstrates a strong compatibility with existing works.

2 Related Work

Long-tailed object detection and instance segmentation. Most existing
works tackle the problem of “long-tailed” distributions in the model training
phase, by developing training objectives or algorithms [49,47,19,17,30,22,56,48].
They usually first pre-train the models in a conventional way, using data from
all or just the head classes, and then fine-tunes them on the entire long-tailed
dataset using either re-sampling [13,5,38] or cost-sensitive learning [43,42,16,46].
Instead of directly learning a model from long-tailed data, another thread of
works investigate data augmentation techniques to improve the performance of
long-tailed object detection and instance segmentation [11,28,54,53]. For exam-
ple, Simple Copy-Paste [11] augments the training data in the image space using
the original long-tailed dataset. FASA [53] enhances class-wise features using a
Gaussian prior. DLWL [28] and MosaicOS [54] extensively leverage extra data
sources from YFCC-100M [44], ImageNet [9] or Internet to augment the long-
tailed LVIS dataset [13].

Our work follows the second thread on learning with additional weakly-
supervised or unsupervised data, similar to the recently proposed MosaicOS
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framework [54]. We, however, further develop an effective way to obtain high-
quality instance segments from object-centric images, while MosaicOS merely
learns with pseudo bounding box annotations. Since collecting pixel-level anno-
tations is more challenging and prone to error, we develop a novel ranking mech-
anism such that only the high-quality segments will be used for model training.
Moreover, by copying and pasting the segments into the context of scene-centric
images, our method can further bridge the domain gap between different data
sources. Overall, we view our approach as a critical leap upon [54,11] that can
significantly improve long-tailed instance segmentation by largely increasing the
training segments of rare objects.

Image-based foreground object segmentation. There are a variety of tech-
niques that we can potentially leverage to extract the foreground object segments
from object-centric images without laborious annotations. Representative meth-
ods include image (co-)saliency detection [18,8], unsupervised/weakly-supervised
object segmentation [32], attention [3], instance localization [58,36], and image
co-segmentation [33,7,55]. The purpose of our work is thus not to propose a new
way or compare to those methods, but to investigate approaches that are more
effective and efficient for the large-scale long-tailed setting. In this paper, we
mainly focus on one potential solution for segmenting foreground objects: image
co-segmentation. Aiming at jointly segmenting the common foreground regions
from a group of images, co-segmentation is very useful in many semantic label-
ing tasks [4,7] and is a direct fit to the object-centric images we collect. Existing
image co-segmentation models are usually trained and evaluated on relatively
small-scale benchmarks such as MSRC [39], Internet [34], iCoseg [2], PASCAL-
VOC [10], etc. Our work is almost the first attempt to test the generalizability
of existing, pre-trained co-segmentation models on a much larger-scale setting
that contains more than 1, 000 categories; each category consists of hundreds or
thousands of object-centric images with various appearances and poses. As will
be shown in the experimental results and analyses, our framework can effectively
utilize the off-the-shelf image co-segmentation models.

3 Approach

Our FreeSeg (Free Object Segments) framework for data augmentation is fairly
simple and scalable for large-vocabulary and long-tailed instance segmentation.
Figure 2 illustrates the overall pipeline, which consists of three major steps: (i)
segment generation and refinement, (ii) segment ranking, and (iii) data synthesis
for model training.

3.1 Generating Object Segments

We assume that we can obtain a sufficient amount of object-centric images for
each class of interest. As discussed in [54], this is mostly doable. We can take
advantage of existing image classification datasets like ImageNet [9] or leverage
image search engine (e.g., Google Images).
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the FreeSeg pipeline. We show a rare class Barge in LVIS
v1 [13] as the example. We first perform image co-segmentation on top of the object-
centric images of Barge (outside LVIS v1) to obtain raw object segments, followed by
segments refinement. The segments are then scored by a learned ranker (the green
boxes in step 2) such that only the high-quality ones would be used for augmenting
data for model training. Finally, we randomly paste the selected object segments (red)
onto the original scene-centric images of LVIS v1 to improve the long-tailed instance
segmentation. Green segments indicate the original objects in scene-centric images.

Raw segments generation. Given object-centric images of the same class,
which usually share similar appearances or contrasts to the background, we ap-
ply image co-segmentation techniques [33,55] to extract their common fore-
ground regions. Without loss of generality, we use the state-of-the-art image
co-segmentation algorithms, Spatial and Semantic Modulation (SSM) [55]. The
outputs of SSM are raw segments in gray scales for each image, as shown in
Figure 2 (see Section 4.1 for more details). Please be referred to Section 2 for
other potential algorithms for this stage.

Post-processing for segment refinement. To turn the raw, grayscale seg-
mentation map into a binary one that can be used to train a segmentation model,
we threshold the map. As the suitable threshold value may vary across images
and classes, we apply a Gaussian filter followed by dynamic thresholding, i.e., Li
thresholding [21,20], which minimizes the cross-entropy between the foreground
and the background to find the optimal threshold to distinguish them. To further
improve the resulting binary map, we apply erosion and dilation to smooth the
boundary. Finally, we then remove small, likely false positive segments by only
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keeping the largest connected component in the binary map. Figure 2 (Step 1)
gives an illustration. Please also see supplementary materials for more details.

3.2 Learning to Rank the Segments

IoU: 0.88
IoB: 0.91
IoM: 0.97

IoU: 0.41
IoB: 0.41
IoM: 1.00

IoU: 0.46
IoB: 0.91
IoM: 0.48

IoU: 0.00
IoB: 0.00
IoM: 0.00

FREESEG: 0.94FREESEG: 0.71FREESEG: 0.69FREESEG: 0.00

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Comparison of metrics for rank-
ing segments. We show four examples of the
class wine glasses. The red masks are by our
method; green boxes are by LORE. In (a) and
(d), IoU ranks the segments well, when the
box locations are precise. However, in (b), the
poor box location leads to a small IoU, even
if the segment is precise. In (c), IoU fails due
to the specific shape of wine glasses, even if
the segment is precise. FreeSeg score is able
to take all the above into account to faithfully
rank segments.

While the post-processing step has
greatly improved the binary masks
and made them look more like the
true object masks, they may oc-
casionally miss the target objects
(i.e., the objects of the image la-
bels) or include background pix-
els. This is not surprising: we ap-
ply image co-segmentation class-
by-class to only explore the within-
class similarity. Some co-occurring
objects (e.g., persons for unicycles)
thus may be miss-identified as the
target objects; some target objects
that are too small may be domi-
nated by other objects.

At first glance, this seems to
paint a grim picture. However, as
mentioned in Section 1, our ulti-
mate goal is to obtain a set of high-quality instance segments from object-centric
images, not to segment all the object-centric images well. Therefore, in the sec-
ond stage, we develop a novel approach to rank the object segments for each
class. Specifically, we aim to select images whose masks truly cover the target
objects and are as tight as possible to them.

Ranking by learning a classifier. Given an object segment obtained from
co-segmentation, how can we determine if the segment truly covers the target
object? Here, we take one intuition: if a segment covers the target object, then
by removing it from the image, an image classifier1 will unlikely classify the
manipulated image correctly. This idea has indeed been used in [54] to discover
pseudo bounding boxes given only image labels. More specifically, the authors
developed “localization by region removal (LORE)”, which sequentially removes
bounding box regions from an image till the image classifier fails to predict the
right class. Those removed bounding boxes are then treated as pseudo bounding
boxes for the target object class.

We thus adopt the idea of LORE to rank our object segments. But instead
of removing the discovered segments and checking the classifier’s failure, we
directly compare our object segments to the bounding boxes selected by LORE.

1 We have image labels for object-centric images, and thus we can train an image
classifier upon them.
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In essence, if the LORE boxes and our segments are highly overlapped, then the
segments are considered high-quality.

Ranking metrics. Arguably the most common way to characterize the over-
lap/agreement between two masks/boxes is intersection over union (IoU), which
simply treats all contents in a box or mask as foreground. However, this metric
is not suitable in our case for the following reasons: (i) both boxes and segments
may be noisy, and simply measuring the IoU between them fails to rank good
segments when the boxes are poor; (ii) object shapes are not always convex, and
thus IoU may underestimate the agreement. As shown in Figure 3, IoU fails to
recall true positives.

We therefore propose the FreeSeg score to rank the segments. We make one
mild assumption: either the object box or the segment is trustable, and introduce
two metrics: intersection over bounding box (IoB) and intersection over mask
(IoM). While they share the same numerator with intersection over union (IoU),
they have different denominators. IoM implies that the bounding box is precise
and measures how much portion of the mask is inside the box, and vice versa
for IoB. We take both into account by averaging them as our FreeSeg score.
As shown in Figure 4, it effectively keeps the good segments in the pool.

0.970.780.530.200.04

0.00 0.34 0.49 0.68 0.83

Fig. 4. Ranking the object segments. We apply
the FreeSeg score and the drop rate to select high-
quality segments/images. We show the LORE boxes in
green and discovered segments in red. In the top im-
ages of the class alligator, FreeSeg scores on the upper
right corner of images imply the alignment between the
segments and the box locations. In the bottom images
of the class wet suit, drop rates on the upper left cor-
ner of images indicate the quality of object-centric im-
ages (the larger, the better). These metrics are shown
to be effective to rank the segments/images. For both
metrics, we simply set a threshold 0.5 to discard low-
confidence segments and images.

Drop rate by the classi-
fier. We introduce another
metric for ranking the seg-
ment or, more precisely,
its corresponding object-
centric image. The ratio-
nale is, if an object does
not clearly show up in an
image (e.g., occluded or of
small sizes), then the ob-
tained segment is unlikely
accurate. To this end, we
leverage the image classi-
fier trained for LORE, and
compute the drop rate —
the classifier’s relative con-
fidence drop for the tar-
get class, before and af-
ter LORE box removal. Let
s(c) and s′(c) denote the
classifier’s confidence of the
target class c before and
after LORE box removal
from the image, the drop

rate is s(c)−s′(c)
s(c) . The drop rate indicates how easily, by removing LORE’s local-

ized target objects, would the classifier’s confidence reduce. The larger the drop
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Fig. 5. Synthesized examples via FreeSeg. We generate object segments from
object-centric images and randomly paste them onto scene-centric images. Red masks
indicate pasted segments by FreeSeg; green masks indicate original objects in scene-
centric images. Please see supplementary materials for more examples.

is, the easier the localization of target objects is, and thus the higher-quality the
object-centric image is. See Figure 4 for an illustration on the drop rate.

Ranking the segments. We use both the FreeSeg score and the drop rate
to rank the object-centric images and their co-segmentation segments. We keep
those with both scores larger than 0.5 as the high-quality segments.

3.3 Putting the Segments in the Context

We now describe how we leverage the discovered high-quality instance segments
to facilitate segmentation model training. As discussed in Section 1, instead of
directly training the model with the segments on top of object-centric images, we
choose to synthesize more scene-centric alike examples by pasting the segments
into labeled scene-centric images (e.g., those in LVIS v1 [13]). We adopt the
idea of simple copy-paste augmentation [11] for this purpose. Specifically, we
randomly (i) sample several object-centric images, (ii) re-scale and horizontally
flip the object segments, and (iii) paste them onto the scene-centric images from
the original training set (see Section 4.1 for details). The resulting synthesized
images (see Figure 5) then can be used to improve model training.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

Dataset and evaluation metrics. We validate our approach on the LVIS
v1 instance segmentation benchmark [13]. (See the supplementary materials for
the results on COCO-LT [47].) The dataset contains 1, 203 entry-level object
categories with around 2 million high-quality instance annotations. The training
set contains 100, 170 images for all the classes; the validation set contains 19, 809
images for 1, 035 classes. The categories follow a long-tailed distribution and are
divided into three groups based on the number of training images: rare (1-10
images), common (11-100 images), and frequent (>100 images). We report our
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Table 1. Statistics of LVIS training data and the augmented data by
FreeSeg. Collected: # of all images collected from ImageNet-22K and Google Im-
ages. Selected via FreeSeg: # of remaining images selected by segments ranking.
Note that our data curation process is quite straightforward and fully automated.

# of samples ImageNet Google Images Total

Original instance – – 1,270K
Original image – – 100K

Collected 1,242K 588K 1,830K
Selected via FreeSeg 662K 304K 966K

results on the validation set by convention. We adopt the standard mean average
precision (AP) metric [13], which sets the cap of detected objects per image to
300. We denote the AP for rare, common, and frequent classes as APr, APc, and
APf , respectively. We also report AP for bounding boxes (i.e., APb), predicted
by the same instance segmentation models. Following [51,13], we set the score
threshold to 1× 10−4 during testing. No test-time augmentation is used.

Object-centric data sources. We follow [54] to search images in ImageNet-
22K [9] and Google Images [1]. Specifically, we use the unique WordNet synset ID
[25] to match the categories between ImageNet-22K and LVIS v1. We are able to
match 997 LVIS classes and retrieve 1, 242, 180 images from ImageNet. Because
ImageNet images are nearly balanced by design, with around 1K images/class,
the imbalance situation in LVIS can be largely reduced. In addition, we retrieve
images via Google by querying with class names provided by LVIS. Such a search
returns hundreds of iconic images and we take top 500 for each of the 1, 203
classes. Overall, for the rarest class (one image in LVIS), the increase factor is
larger than 500 times. Please see the supplementary material for more details.

Image co-segmentation algorithm. We adopt the state-of-the-art image co-
segmentation algorithm Spatial and Semantic Modulation (SSM) [55] to discover
raw segments of objects from the object-centric images. SSM designs a spatial
and semantic modulated deep network to jointly learn the structural and seman-
tic information from the objects in the same class. The checkpoint of released
SSM model is pre-trained on COCO-SEG dataset [45] with a VGG16 back-
bone [40]. We directly apply the model on all the object-centric images for each
category without bells and whistles.

Learning an object segments ranker. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we train
a 1203-way classifier with a ResNet-50 backbone [15], using all the object-centric
images, to rank the candidate segments within each class. We use a batch size
256 and follow the standard training schedule. The classifier achieves 85% Top-
1 accuracy on the training images. We use the idea of “localization by region
removal” (LORE) [54] to detect the bounding boxes of objects. Table 1 shows
the statistics of the augmented data before and after the ranking via FreeSeg.

Base models for instance segmentation. We mainly evaluate the perfor-
mance of FreeSeg using two base models for instance segmentation, i.e., Mask
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R-CNN [14] and MosaicOS [54], implemented with [51]. Both models use ResNet
[15], which is pre-trained on ImageNet [35], with a Feature Pyramid Network
(FPN) [23] as the backbone. The base Mask R-CNN model is trained with the
LVIS v1 training set with repeated factor sampling and follows the standard
training procedure in [13] (1× scheduler).

MosaicOS [54] is one of the state-of-the-art models2, which is further pre-
trained with balanced object-centric images from ImageNet-22K and Google
Images. However, MosaicOS mainly focuses on improving long-tailed object de-
tection with pseudo-labeled bounding boxes. As will be shown in the experi-
mental results, FreeSeg can notably boost the performance upon MosaicOS
with the same image resources. Furthermore, such an improvement can not be
achieved by the vanilla simple copy-paste [11] using the training data from LVIS
alone, especially for rare object categories.

Details of object segments pasting. We follow the pasting mechanism in [11]
to randomly pick examples from LVIS training set as the background images. We
then paste segments from N random object-cetric images at different locations
of each background image, where N is in [1, 6]3. For LVIS images, we follow the
standard data augmentation policy in [13] and [51]. For binary masks originally
on LVIS images, we remove pixel annotations if the objects are occluded by the
pasted ones in the front. Please see the supplementary material for more details.

Training and optimization. Given the base instance segmentation model, we
first fine-tune the model for 90K iterations with FreeSeg segments, using all the
loss terms in Mask R-CNN. We fine-tune all the parameters except the batch-
norm layers in the backbone. We then fine-tune the model again for another
90K iterations using the original LVIS training images. The rationale of training
with multiple stages is to prevent the augmented instances from dominating the
training process (see Table 1 for statistics) and it is shown to be effective in [54].
Both fine-tuning steps are trained with stochastic gradient descent with a batch
size of 8, momentum of 0.9, weight decay of 10−4, and learning rate of 2× 10−4.
All models are trained with four NVIDIA A6000 GPUs.

4.2 Main Results on Instance Segmentation

State-of-the-art comparison. We compare to the state-of-the-art methods for
long-tailed instance segmentation in Table 2. The proposed FreeSeg method
achieves comparable or even better results, especially for rare object categories.
For example, FreeSeg outperforms all the other methods except Seesaw loss [46],
which is implemented with a different framework [6] and trained with a stronger
scheduler. (We provide further comparisons in this aspect in the supplementary.)

Backbone agnostic. Beyond ResNet-50, we further evaluate FreeSeg with
stronger backbone model architectures: ResNet-101 [15] and ResNeXt-101 [52],

2 We note that FreeSeg is detector-agnostic and is thus complementary to and com-
patible with other models [29,41,59] that incorporate external images like [54].

3 The median number of instances per image in LVIS dataset is 6.
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Table 2. State-of-the-art comparison on LVIS v1 instance segmentation.
FreeSeg are initialized with MosaicOS [54] as the base model. 2×: Seesaw applies
a stronger 2× training schedule while other methods are with 1× schedule. ⋆: with
post-processing calibration introduced by [27].

Backbone Method AP APr APc APf APb

ResNet-50
FPN

RFS [13] 22.58 12.30 21.28 28.55 23.25
BaGS [22] 23.10 13.10 22.50 28.20 25.76
Forest R-CNN [50] 23.20 14.20 22.70 27.70 24.60
RIO [5] 23.70 15.20 22.50 28.80 24.10
EQL v2 [42] 23.70 14.90 22.80 28.60 24.20
FASA [53] 24.10 17.30 22.90 28.50 –
DisAlign [56] 24.30 8.50 26.30 28.10 23.90
Seesaw [46]2× 26.40 19.60 26.10 29.80 27.40
MosaicOS [54] 24.45 18.17 23.00 28.83 25.05
w/ FreeSeg 25.19 20.23 23.80 28.92 25.98
MosaicOS [54] ⋆ 26.76 23.86 25.82 29.10 27.77
w/ FreeSeg ⋆ 27.34 25.11 26.29 29.49 28.47

ResNet-101
FPN

RFS [13] 24.82 15.18 23.71 30.31 25.45
FASA [53] 26.30 19.10 25.40 30.60 –
Seesaw [46]2× 28.10 20.00 28.00 31.90 28.90
MosaicOS [54] 26.73 20.52 25.78 30.53 27.41
w/ FreeSeg 27.54 23.00 26.48 30.72 28.63
MosaicOS [54] ⋆ 29.03 26.38 28.15 31.19 29.96
w/ FreeSeg ⋆ 29.72 28.69 28.67 31.34 31.11

ResNeXt-101
FPN

RFS [13] 26.67 17.60 25.58 31.89 27.35
MosaicOS [54] 28.29 21.75 27.22 32.35 28.85
w/ FreeSeg 28.86 23.34 27.77 32.49 29.98
MosaicOS [54] ⋆ 29.81 25.73 28.92 32.59 30.56
w/ FreeSeg ⋆ 30.37 26.43 29.63 32.92 31.81

following the same training pipeline as ResNet-50. FreeSeg achieves notably
gains over MosaicOS [54], justifying that FreeSeg can benefit different instance
segmentation models and architectures.

Compatibility with existing methods. We further apply post-processing
calibration [27] on top of the model trained with FreeSeg. Results are shown
in Table 2 (FreeSeg ⋆) and the improvements are consistent. More surprisingly,
FreeSeg can boost the performance of rare classes to be similar to common
classes. This indicates that by introducing more while not so perfect training
instances, FreeSeg dramatically overcomes the long-tailed problem.

4.3 Detailed Analyses and Ablation Studies

Does segment ranking help? The quality of the segments is important be-
cause inferior pixel-level annotations for instance segmentation may contain cer-
tain noise (cf. Section 1). Such an issue will be amplified for rare categories
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Table 3. Ablation study on object segments ranking. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of the model trained with and without the segments ranking mechanism by
FreeSeg. Results demonstrate the importance of ranking the object segments.

Method Random Ranking #Image AP APr APc APf

MosaicOS [54] 24.45 18.17 23.00 28.83

w/ FreeSeg
1,830K 24.87 19.13 23.55 28.86

✓ 966K 24.50 18.68 23.18 28.52
✓ 966K 25.19 20.23 23.80 28.92

Table 4. Analysis on different object segments ranking metrics. The proposed
FreeSeg score can take different scenarios into account thus achieves better results.

Method Ranking Metrics AP APr APc APf

MosaicOS [54] – 24.45 18.17 23.00 28.83

w/ FreeSeg

IoU 24.74 19.04 23.58 28.53
IoB 24.69 18.41 23.58 28.70
IoM 24.56 18.62 23.14 28.74

FreeSeg 25.19 20.23 23.80 28.92

when the training examples are long-tailed. Here we conduct experiments with
and without ranking object segments. As shown in Table 1, we are able to col-
lect 1, 830K segments from ImageNet-22k and Google Images, while only half
of them are left after filtering with FreeSeg. Table 3 shows the results. While
both versions outperform the baseline models, segment ranking does help more
(row 4 vs. row 2 in Table 3), suggesting that the quality of pixel labels is more
important than the quantity for instance segmentation.

We notice that filtering by ranking gives higher quality but fewer masks. To
further understand the effect of quality and quantity of object segments on the
accuracy of FreeSeg, we randomly sample the original co-segmentation masks
such that the remaining ones are of the same quantity as those selected by our
ranking method. We see a bigger gain by our ranking method (row 4 vs. row 3
in Table 3), justifying its effectiveness in selecting high-quality masks.

Ranking metrics. We show both quantitative and qualitative comparisons of
different ranking metrics for filtering noisy segments in Table 4 and Figure 3.
FreeSeg score can take different scenarios into account and successfully select
confident segments from noisy ones. This verifies that the quality of the segments
is the key and that the proposed FreeSeg pipeline effectively does the job.

Effect of segments filtering by drop rate. Table 5 reports results with and
without segments filtering with drop rate (cf. Section 3.2). By jointly using drop
rate and FreeSeg score, our method achieves better results by using fewer and
cleaner object segments for training.

Importance of the context. We investigate training the instance segmenta-
tion model directly with the object-centric images without pasting FreeSeg
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Table 5. Ablation study on segments filtering by drop rate.

Method Drop Rate #Image AP APr APc APf

MosaicOS [54] 24.45 18.17 23.00 28.83

w/ FreeSeg
✗ 1,134K 24.81 19.37 23.62 28.54
✓ 966K 25.19 20.23 23.80 28.92

Table 6. Importance of the context. Segments Pasting [11]: ✗ indicates directly
training the instance segmentation model on the object-centric images, using FreeSeg
segments as supervision.

Method Segments Pasting AP APr APc APf

MosaicOS [54] 24.45 18.17 23.00 28.83

w/ FreeSeg
✗ 24.78 18.85 23.40 28.90
✓ 25.19 20.23 23.80 28.92

segments to LVIS images. The results are shown in Table 6. As expected, we
see that the performance is worse than the proposed FreeSeg framework, in
which we apply copy-paste augmentation to put the object instances into the
context of original training images. This demonstrates the fact that there exists
a gap between the contexts of two different image resources, which could limit
the improvement on the main task.

Additional results. Please see supplementary materials, including the results
with other evaluation metrics and datasets, the analysis of multi-stage training,
effects of different data sources, qualitative results, etc.

4.4 Comparison to Pasting Ground-truth Segments

Ghiasi et al. [11] show that copying and pasting human-annotated segments from
one image to another as augmentation can improve instance segmentation with
richer context diversity. They employ a much larger batch size and longer sched-
uler with another strong augmentation, large-scale jittering [11]. However, in this
work, we focus on enriching appearance diversity for objects with abundant free
segments from object-centric images. We, therefore, conduct a detailed compari-
son between pasting ground truth and FreeSeg object segments. We follow the
pasting mechanism in Section 4.1 but use ground truths segments instead. That
is, we randomly pick two images from the LVIS training set, apply the same
data augmentation policy following the standard instance segmentation model
(i.e., resizing shortest edge and random horizontal flip), and then paste random
numbers of instances from one image onto the other image.

We show results in Table 7. We validate FreeSeg on two base models
and compare to the results of using ground truth segments for augmentation.
FreeSeg achieves consistent gains against the baseline models and, more im-
portantly, outperforms those with copy-paste augmentation using only ground
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Table 7. Comparison of pasting ground truth (GT) object segments and
FreeSeg. The base models are trained with ResNet-50 and FPN. †: models from [54].

Method GT FreeSeg AP APr APc APf APb

Mask R-CNN [13]†

22.58 12.30 21.28 28.55 23.25
✓ 24.06 17.00 22.62 28.77 24.91

✓ 24.28 17.68 22.79 28.83 25.13
✓ ✓ 24.74 18.80 23.38 28.86 25.51

MosaicOS [54]†

24.45 18.17 23.00 28.83 25.05
✓ 24.57 18.63 23.31 28.59 25.52

✓ 25.19 20.23 23.80 28.92 25.98
✓ ✓ 25.36 20.72 24.00 28.92 26.00

truth segments. This demonstrates that with ample images that can be acquired
easily online, even noisy labels without any human efforts could significantly
improve long-tailed instance segmentation. We also note that FreeSeg is more
effective when the baseline is already re-balanced (e.g., MosaicOS in Table 7
bottom and Table 2), while GT-only can hardly improve upon it due to the
lack of training examples. Furthermore, by learning with copy-paste from both
sources, the gain can be even larger on both base models. These observations
demonstrate that, besides context diversity, the appearance diversity of objects
is also the key to improve segmentation.

5 Conclusion

Our main contribution and novelty are the insight that object segments emerge
freely from object-centric images, and they effectively benefit the challenging
long-tailed instance segmentation problem. We propose a scalable framework
FreeSeg to realize this idea. We show that, with the underlying properties of
object-centric images, simple co-segmentation with proper ranking can result in
high-quality instance segments to largely increase the labeled training instances.

We believe that the prospect of leveraging ample data without human la-
beling has enormous future potential. We note that there are several ways to
realize this insight, and [55] is just an instantiation but turns out to be very use-
ful: it is worth mentioning that co-segmentation has never been used to enhance
instance segmentation. Further, our pipeline is clean and conceptually simple,
clearly indicating where future improvement can be made (e.g., segment discov-
ery, extraction, leveraging). We expect our approach to serve as a strong baseline
for this direction: for future work to build upon and take advantage of.
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